
SELECTED REFERENCES:

3. Allan Shapiro, *International financial markets*. 

Social Environment- Concept and significance of social environment. Interdependence of business and society. Culture and organization, social responsibility of business and trusteeship management, business ethics, management education India, Problems and challenges before Indian manager. Chamber of Commerce.

Technological Environment - concept and significance, impact of technology on firm and country, total quality management(TQM), International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Technological choice and the impact of technology on ecology, usefulness of technology for the growth of mankind. Role of Government, Business and Society, Social Responsibility of Business.

SELECTED REFERENCES:

1. Francis Cherunilam, Business Environment

SELECTED REFERENCES:

3. Richard Irwin, *Basic Marketing Managerial approach*
TREASURY MANAGEMENT IN BANKS

MANAGEMENT OF BANKING COMPANIES


SELECTED REFERENCES:
(B) **INSURANCE**

**INSURANCE MANAGEMENT - I**

**INSURANCE MANAGEMENT – II**

**SELECTED REFERENCES:**
1. **B.S.Bodla, M.C.Garg, K.P.Singh**, *Insurance, fundamentals, environments and procedures*.
C) FINANCE:-

TREASURY AND FOREX MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Globalization of Indian markets. competitive analysis of industries, generic strategies to gain competitive advantage. financial strategy to achieve cost profit and investment leaderships aspects of financial strategy. Introduction to corporate restructuring, form of restructuring business firms, Types of mergers and their characteristics. Theories of merger and Tender offer. Sell offs and Divestitures, ESOS as a financial strategy for increasing shareholders wealth, doing private and leveraged buyouts as a financial strategy. Share repurchases and Exchanges as a financial strategy. Financing and Dividend policies, Theory of Capital Structure. Making Capital Structure Decisions and Dividend as a Financial Policy. I.case and Buy decision, using compounding and discounting techniques to take decisions. Financial Engineering as a tool to develop financial strategy. Capital Budgeting Decisions under conditions of certainty. Relevant Case analysis of mergers and acquisitions in Indian industry and at the world level.

SELECTED REFERENCES:
1. VK Bhalla, International Financial management
3. Luca Cornelius, Trading in Global currency markets.
5. Weston, Chung and Hoag, Mergers, Acquisitions and Corporate control.
6. Pankaj Ghemawat, Strategy and Business leadership
(D) MARKETING:

- SERVICE MARKETING

- BRAND MANAGEMENT

SELECTED REFERENCES:

1. Lovelock Christopher, Managing Services, Marketing operations and Human resources
3. Aaker David, Brand Leadership
4. Kapferer Jean Noel, Strategic Brand management,
E) ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES:


SELECTED REFERENCES:

F) QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES:

SELECTED REFERENCES:

1. **MP Gupta and SP Gupta, Business Statistics.**
2. **Chadha NK, Statistics for behavioral and social scientists.**
3. **Shanna JK, Fundamentals of Operation Research.**
(G) EXPORT-IMPORT MANAGEMENT:

- INTERNATIONAL MARKETING:
  1. National Economic Self reliance
  2. Practices and Problems of international meeting
  3. Policy and framework for international trade

- INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS:
  1. International Economic Environment
  2. Competition, Privatisation, Deregulation,
  3. International Logistics and distribution.
  4. International marketing
  5. International Human Resource Management

SELECTED REFERENCES: